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       Index  

  access control technological protection 
measures, exceptions ,  257–8 

  aiding or abetting circumvention of , 
 258–9  

  criminal actions ,  260–1  
  providing a circumvention service , 

 259–60   
  acts not constituting infringement of trade 

mark ,  174 
  good faith use of a name ,  175–6  
  good faith use of a sign ,  176–7  
  good faith use to indicate purpose ,  177  
  in good faith ,  174–5  
  use of trade mark for comparative 

advertising ,  177   
  Advisory Council on Intellectual Property , 

 362 ,  381 ,  455 ,  468 ,  472 ,  477 ,  479 , 
 513–14 ,  538 ,  577 ,  578 ,  580 ,  644 , 
 692  

  anti-dilution of trade marks 
  blurring ,  155  
  passing off and ,  160–2  
  tarnishment ,  155  
   Trade Marks Act 1995  

s 120(3) ,  154 ,  155–6 ,  158–60  
  USA and Europe ,  154–5 ,  161   

  Anton Piller orders ,  698–700  
  application after acceptance, plant breeder’s 

rights 
  substantive examination and test-growing 

requirements ,  670–1  
  variation of application ,  670   

  application for plant breeder’s rights ,  666 
  acceptance and rejection ,  669–70  
  access to any application and any 

objection ,  671  
  application after acceptance.    See  

application after acceptance, plant 
breeder’s rights  

  deposit of propagating material ,  672  
  form of application ,  668–9  
  objections to ,  671  
  priority dates ,  669  

  right to apply ,  666–8  
  status of accepted applications ,  672   

  application procedure, patents 
  acceptance and publication ,  436–7  
  application ,  434–5  
  examination ,  436  
  grant of patent ,  439  
  innovation patents ,  439–40  
  opposition process ,  437–8  
  pre-examination ,  435–6  
  re-examination ,  438   

  application types, patents 
  Convention ,  431–2  
  divisional ,  433–4  
   PCT  applications ,  432–3   

  assessment of inventive step, patents ,  515 
  assessment of threshold quality of 

inventiveness ,  527–8  
  common general knowledge ,  517–18  
  evidence tainted by hindsight ,  519–20  
  information skilled person could ascertain, 

understand and regard as relevant , 
 518–19  

  objection to reliance on hindsight ,  524  
  obviousness ,  515  
  person skilled in the relevant art ,  515–16  
  secondary factors in obviousness 

assessment.    See  obviousness 
assessment, patents, secondary factors  

  standard required ,  519  
  threshold quality of inventiveness ,  524–6   

  au Domain Administration Ltd ,  50  
  Australasian Mechanical Copyright Owners’ 

Society ,  275  
  Australasian Performing Right 

Administration ,  275  
   Australia–US Free Trade Agreement 2004  ,  8 , 

 18 ,  201 ,  202 ,  208  ,  333 ,  345 ,  346 ,  347 , 
 530 ,  538 ,  541 ,  575 ,  588  

  Australian Communications and Media 
Authority ,  204  

  Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission ,  86 ,  184 ,  277 ,  301  
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  Australian Dispute Resolution Policy ,  50–1  
  Australian Law Reform Commission 

  copyright and ,  203–4 ,  332  
  design law and ,  361  
  designs and ,  369  
  genetic materials and patents and ,  468 , 

 475 ,  479 ,  530 ,  580  
  patents and ,  644   

   Australian Offi cial Journal of Designs  ,  365  , 
 437  ,  439 ,  440 ,  497  

   Australian Offi cial Journal of Patents  ,  435  
  Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods , 

 632 ,  641  
  Australian Society of Authors ,  299 ,  302  
  authorisation, copyright ,  285 

  liability of internet service providers , 
 288–96  

  meaning ,  285–8   
  authorship ,  239–40 

  broadcasts ,  241  
  cinematograph fi lms ,  241  
  joint ,  242  
  literary, dramatic, musical and artistic 

works ,  240–1  
  no known ,  242–3  
  published editions ,  241  
  sound recordings ,  241     

   Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 
and Artistic Works 1886  ,  13 ,  206 ,  229 , 
 300 ,  302 ,  325 ,  333  

  bilateral agreements ,  16–17  
  breach of confi dence ,  384–6 

  damages ,  421–2  
  elements of action.     See  elements of breach 

of confi dence  
  employment and.    See  employment and 

confi dentiality  
  equitable obligations ,  406–7  
  express contractual obligation ,  406  
  information given or received importing 

obligation of confi dence.    See  obligation 
of confi dence, information given or 
received in  

  need to show detriment ,  405–6  
  origins of ,  386–8  
  public interest in disclosure and.    See  public 

interest in disclosure of confi dential 
information  

  reasonableness of obtaining remedy , 
 406  

  remedies ,  419–21  
  scope of obligation ,  403–5
    See also  confi dential information    

  certifi cation trade marks ,  85 
  assignment ,  184  
  certifi cation by other means ,  87  
  defi nition ,  85  
  requirements for registration ,  85–7   

  character merchandising ,  23 ,  24 ,  36–7 , 
 41–5  

  circuit layouts protection ,  9 ,  352–3 
  duration of ,  356  
  exceptions and defences ,  356–8  
  exclusive layout rights ,  354–5  
  exploitation of ,  355  
  infringement of ,  356  
  nature and scope of ,  353–4  
  overlap with copyright and design 

protections ,  358  
  ownership ,  355  
  remedies ,  358  
  subsistence ,  354   

  claim construction, patents ,  604–5 
  pith and marrow ,  605–6  
  purposive ,  606–9   
Swiss-style, 609

  collective administration, copyright , 
 274–5 

  Australasian Mechanical Copyright 
Owners’ Society ,  275  

  Australasian Performing Right Association , 
 275  

  collective societies ,  274–5  
  Copyright Agency ,  275  
  Copyright Tribunal of Australia , 

 276–7  
  Phonographic Performance Company of 

Australia ,  276  
  Screenrights ,  275  
  VISCOPY ,  276 ,  351   

  complete applications, patents ,  444 
  Convention applications ,  444  
   PCT  applications ,  444–5  
  priority document ,  445–6   

  compulsory licences, patents 
  application ,  583–4  
  court satisfi ed conditions exist ,  584–5  
  court satisfi ed of anti-competitive 

behaviour ,  585  
  effect on other patents ,  586  
  international requirements ,  588–9  
  operation of court order ,  586  
  other circumstances for ,  587–8  
  patented pharmaceutical invention , 

 589–90  
  remuneration payable ,  586–7  
  revocation of ,  587   
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  confi dential information ,  9–10 
  communication in circumstances 

importing obligation of confi dence.    See  
obligation of confi dence, information 
given or received in  

  disclosure by confi der ,  407  
  disclosure by the confi dant ,  407–8  
  disclosure by third party ,  408  
  entitlement to ,  408–10  
  guidelines for business or trade secrets , 

 396  
  ideas ,  392–3  
  identifi cation of in action of breach of 

confi dence ,  389–91  
  information based on public knowledge 

and ideas ,  395  
  information no longer confi dential ,  395–6  
  know how ,  414  
  necessary quality of confi dence ,  391–2  
  protection under international law ,  424  
  public interest disclosure of.    See  public 

interest in disclosure of confi dential 
information  

  relationship to copyright ,  424  
  relationship to patents ,  423–4  
  trade secrets ,  414–15   
 See also  breach of confi dence  

  confi dentiality.    See  breach of confi dence  
  contracts, patents 

  conditions not void ,  592  
  defence to infringement proceedings , 

 592–3  
  termination after patent ceases to be in 

force ,  593–5  
  void conditions ,  590–2   

  contributory infringement of patents ,  612 , 
 624–6 

  infringing uses ,  629  
  misleading and deceptive conduct ,  635  
  not a staple commercial product ,  629–31  
  supplier believed person would put 

product to infringing use ,  631–3  
  supply of a product ,  626–9  
  supply of component parts ,  634–5  
  use of product in accordance with 

instructions for use ,  633–4   
  copyright ,  8 

  introduction to ,  191–2  
  justifi cations for.    See  justifi cations for 

copyright  
  relationship to patents ,  424   

  Copyright Agency ,  271 ,  275 ,  329 ,  351  
  copyright law 

  artist’s resale rights ,  350–2  
  authorisation.    See  authorisation, copyright  

  authorship.    See  authorship  
  broadcast copyright ,  211  
  corresponding design and.    See  

corresponding design  
  criteria for protection under.    See  

subsistence, copyright  
  duration of protection ,  263–4  
  electronic rights management 

information ,  261–2  
  exploitation of copyright work.    See  

exploitation, copyright  
  fair use ,  12 ,  18 ,  204 ,  309 ,  324  
  fi rst ownership.    See  fi rst ownership, 

copyright  
  history of ,  196–203  
  idea–expression dichotomy ,  192  
  infringement.    See  infringement of copyright  
  international infl uences on.    See  

international infl uences on copyright 
law  

  internet service providers and.    See  internet 
service providers  

  limitations and exceptions to protection , 
 211  

  moral rights of authors.    See  moral rights  
  nature of owner’s rights.    See  rights of 

copyright owner  
  online infringement ,  203–6  
  online piracy ,  204  ,  254 ,  296  
  orphan works ,  242–3  
  overlap with design law ,  380–1  
  performers’ rights.    See  performers’ rights  
  proposed reform to ,  203–6  
  protection of circuit layouts.    See  circuit 

layouts protection  
  protection of traditional knowledge , 

 210–11  
  public and educational lending rights , 

 359  
  technological protection measures.    See  

technological protection measures, 
copyright   

  Copyright Law Review Committee ,  199–200 , 
 247–8 ,  276 ,  332  

  Copyright Tribunal of Australia ,  276–7  
  corresponding design 

  industrial application ,  382–3  
  registration ,  381–2   

  Crown use of patents ,  574–5 
  exploitation of inventions ,  575–6  
  for services of Commonwealth or State , 

 576–7  
  obligations of Crown ,  577–8  
  review of ,  580  
  scope of exploitation rights ,  576     
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  damages 
  breach of confi dence ,  421–2  
  calculation of ,  703–4  
  passing off ,  64  
  trade mark infringement ,  180 ,  181   

  damages, copyright ,  304 
  additional ,  304–5  
  innocent infringement ,  305   

  database protection ,  4 ,  12 ,  16  
  defences to infringement of copyright , 

 308–9 
  contracting out of ,  331–2  
  fair dealing.    See  fair dealing, copyright  
  format-shifting ,  321–2  
  time-shifting ,  320–1   

  defences to infringement of patents ,  636 
  acts for obtaining regulatory approval 

of pharmaceuticals and non-
pharmaceuticals ,  641  

  experimental and research use ,  642–6  
  prior use of an invention ,  637–41  
  private acts ,  642  
  use in or on foreign vessels, aircraft or 

vehicles ,  636–7   
  design, meaning of ,  367 

  new and distinctive ,  370–1  
  product ,  369  
  spare parts ,  369–70  
  visual features ,  367–9   

  design law ,  9 ,  360 
  control of exclusive rights ,  187 ,  372  
  corresponding design.    See  corresponding 

design  
  criteria for protection under ,  366  
  design registration.    See  design registration  
  digital technology and ,  362  
  duration of protection ,  366  
  history ,  360–2  
  infringement.    See  infringement of design 

law  
  meaning of design.    See  design, meaning of  
  overlap with copyright law ,  380–1  
  ownership ,  371–2  
  post-registration examination ,  366   

  design registration 
  priority date of application ,  366  
  process ,  363  
  publication of application ,  365  
  registration of application ,  365  
  request for registration or publication ,  365  
  requirements of ,  364  
  who can apply ,  363–4   

  direct infringement of copyright ,  278 
  act done on whole or part of copyright 

work ,  281–4  

  activities within owner’s control ,  278  
  alleged infringing work derived from 

copyright work ,  279–81   
  direct infringement of patents ,  611–12 

  authorisation ,  620–3  
  exclusive right to import the invention , 

 617–19  
  exclusive right to keep patented product , 

 616–17  
  exclusive right to make patented product , 

 612–15  
  exclusive right to use patented product , 

 615–16  
  liability of joint tortfeasor through 

common design or procurement , 
 623–4  

  parallel importation ,  619–20   
  disclosure with consent, patents ,  496–7 

  general grace period ,  501–2  
  publication before learned society , 

 498–9  
  showing use and publication at recognised 

exhibition ,  497  
  working with invention in public for 

purposes of reasonable trial ,  499–501   
  domain names ,  45–7 

  warehousing ,  46 ,  50     

  elements of breach of confi dence ,  388–9 
  ideas suffi ciently developed ,  392–3  
  identifi cation of information with 

specifi city ,  389–91  
  information with necessary quality of 

confi dence ,  391–2  
  relative secrecy and public domain , 

 393–4     
See also  confi dential information  

  elements of passing off ,  24–5 
  abandonment of reputation ,  37  
  dual ownership ,  30–2  
  joint ownership of reputation ,  29–30  
  location of reputation ,  27–9  
  ownership of reputation ,  29  
  reputation in descriptive words and 

insignia ,  32–3  
  reputation in packaging and appearance , 

 33–5  
  reputation in personality ,  36–7  
  reputation of marketing image ,  35–6  
  reputation of plaintiff ,  25–6   

  employee inventions, patents for ,  568–9 
  express provisions in employment 

contract ,  569–70  
  fi duciary duties ,  573–4  
  implied duty to assign inventions ,  570–3   
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  employment and confi dentiality 
  after employment ,  412  
  during employment ,  410–11  
  equitable principles of confi dence ,  414–15  
  express terms of employment contract 

and ,  412–13  
  implied term of good faith ,  413–14  
  See also  confi dential information  

  enforcement of plant breeder’s rights 
  actions for infringement ,  692  
  declarations as to non-infringement ,  692–3  
  jurisdiction ,  693  
  offences and conduct by directors, 

servants and agents ,  693   
  entitlement to be granted a patent ,  557–9 

  criteria for inventorship.    See  inventorship 
criteria for patents  

  derives title to invention from inventor , 
 564–5  

  patent assigned to a person ,  563–4   
  exceptions to fi rst ownership ,  243 

  commissioned works ,  246–7  
  Crown copyright ,  247–8  
  works created by employees ,  244–5  
  works created by journalists ,  245–6   

  exceptions to infringement of copyright 
  archives and libraries ,  322–5  
  artistic works ,  326–7  
  computer programs ,  327–8  
  educational uses ,  325–6  
  fi lms ,  330  
  government uses ,  329  
  legal materials ,  329  
  public interest ,  330–1  
  reading or recitation in public ,  329  
  sound recordings ,  330  
  temporary and incidental reproductions , 

 328   
  exceptions to infringement of design law ,  376 

  consent and parallel importation ,  378  
  Crown use and supply ,  379  
  overall appearance of product ,  377–8  
  repair ,  377  
  spare parts defence ,  376–7   

  exploitation, copyright ,  265–6 
  assignment of copyright ,  266–7  
  authorisation.    See  authorisation, copyright  
  collective administration.    See  collective 

administration, copyright  
  compulsory and statutory licenses ,  268  
  express licences ,  267  
  implied licences ,  267–8  
  musical works, sound recordings, 

broadcasts and Crown copyright , 
 268–9  

  Part VA licences ,  269–70  
  Part VB statutory licences ,  271–4   

  exploitation, patents 
  exploitation without infringement.    

See  exploitation of patents without 
infringement  

  procedures available to patentee ,  578   
  exploitation, trade marks 

  anti-dilution provisions.    See  anti-dilution 
of trade marks  

  indicating connection with owner ,  157–60  
  overview ,  143  
  owner’s interests adversely affected ,  160  
  signs.    See  signs and exploitation of trade 

marks  
  unrelated goods and services ,  157  
  use as a trade mark ,  143–4  
  use as descriptive term not trade mark , 

 144–6  
  well-known trade marks ,  156–7   

  exploitation of patents without infringement 
  cease under court order ,  578–9  
  remuneration and terms for ,  578  
  supply of products by Commonwealth to 

foreign countries ,  579   
  express exclusions from patentability 

  contrary to law ,  539  
  human beings and biological processes for 

their generation ,  537–8  
  international obligations ,  540–1  
  mere mixtures ,  540  
  plants and animals ,  538–9     

  fair dealing, copyright ,  309–10 
  criticism or review ,  312–14  
  dealing must be ‘fair’ ,  317–20  
  future reforms ,  332  
  parody or satire ,  315–17  
  permitted purposes ,  310  
  professional advice and legal proceedings , 

 315  
  reporting news ,  314–15  
  research or study ,  310–12   

  fi rst ownership, copyright ,  239–40 
  exceptions to.    See  exceptions to fi rst 

ownership   
  functions of trade marks ,  67–8 

  managing property interests ,  68–9  
  promotion of product ,  69  
  reducing search costs ,  68     

  genes and biological materials, patents , 462, 
463,  467–70   , 476, 477

  geographical origin of goods ,  30 ,  85 ,  122 , 
 176   
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  goods and services, distinguishing by trade 
marks ,  77–8 

  by a person ,  80  
  dealt with or provided ,  78–9  
  in the course of trade ,  79   

  goodwill ,  6 ,  7 ,  24 ,  25 ,  27–9  
  grant of plant breeder’s rights 

  effect of ,  673–4  
  entry of details in Register of Plant 

Breeder’s Rights ,  673  
  requirements ,  672–3   

  grounds of opposition to trade mark registration 
  application made in bad faith ,  124–5  
  geographical indications ,  121–4  
  overview ,  117–18  
  prior reputation of another trade mark , 

 118–20  
  relationship with honest concurrent and 

prior continuous user ,  120–1     

  indirect infringement of copyright ,  296–7 
  parallel importations.    See  parallel 

importation, copyright   
  Industrial Property Advisory Committee , 

 460 ,  625  
  infringement of copyright ,  277–8 

  authorisation liability ,  204  
  conversion or detention ,  305–6  
  criminal offences ,  307–8  
  damages.    See  damages, copyright  
  defences.    See  defences to infringement of 

copyright  
  direct.    See  direct infringement of copyright  
  exceptions to.    See  exceptions to 

infringement of copyright  
  groundless threats to sue ,  306–7  
  indirect.    See  indirect infringement of 

copyright  
  infringement notices ,  204–5  
  innocent ,  305   

  infringement of design law ,  372 ,  373 
  1906 Act ,  372–3  
  exceptions to.    See  exceptions to 

infringement of design law  
  primary ,  374–6  
  remedies ,  379  
  secondary ,  376  
  unjustifi ed threats ,  379–80   

 infringement of patents  
  contributory , 624–33 
  direct , 611–23 
  exclusive rights of patentee , 609–11 
proceedings, 646

  infringement of plant breeder’s rights 
  exemptions from ,  691  

  prior use rights ,  691–2  
  what amounts to infringement ,  690–1   

  infringement of trade mark 
  acts not constituting.    See  acts not 

constituting infringement of trade mark  
  breach of certain restrictions ,  172  
  comparison with misleading or deceptive 

conduct ,  62  
  damages ,  181  
  disclaimers ,  179  
  groundless threats of legal proceedings , 

 173–4  
  internet and ,  169–72  
  no damages for infringement during non-

use period ,  180  
  non-infringement due to condition or 

limitation ,  179  
  oral use of trade mark ,  162  
  parallel importing.    See  parallel 

importation  
  prior continuous use defence ,  180  
  registration of similar trade mark by 

defendant ,  178–9  
  remedies ,  181–2  
  second hand goods ,  168–9  
  trade mark applied by or with owner’s 

consent ,  179–80  
  two-dimensional device infringed by 

three-dimensional shape ,  162   
  infringement proceedings, patents ,  646 

  non-infringement declarations ,  647–8  
  relief for infringement ,  647  
  unjustifi ed threats of ,  648–9   

  innovation patents ,  430 
  application process ,  439–40   

  innovative step, patents ,  505 
  differences to inventive step ,  514  
  level of advance and assessment ,  512–14  
  prior art base and information for 

comparison purposes ,  511–12  
  relationship with inventive step ,  504–5  
  statutory requirements ,  506–8  
  threshold issue ,  528  
  time at which innovative step raised ,  506   

  intellectual property 
  freedom of competition and ,  708–9  
  internationalisation of ,  12–14  
  nature of ,  1–2  
  protection for designs.    See  design law  
  regimes ,  6–11  
  theory of ,  2–6   

  Intellectual Property Competition and 
Review Committee ,  640  

  intellectual property law 
  Australian constitutional issues ,  18–20  
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 intellectual property law (cont.) 
  conditions of licences ,  711  
  confl icting aspects of ,  13–14  
  criminal liability and ,  706  
  customs seizure and ,  707  
  diversity and complexity of ,  6  
  groundless threats and ,  703  
  harmonisation of procedures ,  17  
  history in Australia ,  17–18  
  incentives for creation and dissemination , 

 3–4  
  jurisdiction ,  707–8  
  natural or personality rights ,  3  
   per se  prohibitions ,  709  
  property aspect ,  2–3  
  protection of investment ,  4–5  
  rent seeking ,  5  
  rule of reason prohibitions ,  709–11  
  technological change and ,  11–12   

 intention to use trade mark 
 objective test of intention to use ,  76 
 unconditional intention to use ,  75–6 
 use by others ,  76–7 

  internal requirements for patent 
specifi cations 

  application to end with claims defi ning 
invention ,  550  

  best method ,  548  
  claims must be clear and succinct ,  550–1  
  claims supported by matter disclosed in 

specifi cation ,  551–3  
  claims to relate to one invention only , 

 554–5  
  complete specifi cation to provide best 

method of performance ,  545–6  
  consistory clause and fair basing ,  553–4  
  evolution of the specifi cation and function 

of claims ,  541–2  
  micro-organisms, general provisions for 

deposit requirements ,  555–6  
  micro-organisms, meaning of 

experimental purposes ,  556  
  priority date ,  554  
  provisional specifi cation must describe 

invention ,  545  
  relationship to other grounds of invalidity , 

 544–5  
  requirement to fully describe invention , 

 546–7  
  stages for consideration of ,  544  
  statutory provisions for ,  542–4 ,  542–3  
  time for meeting requirement to fully 

describe invention ,  548–9   
  international infl uences on copyright law ,  206 

   Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement  , 
 209–10  

   Australia–US Free Trade Agreement 2004  , 
 208  

   Beijing Treaty on Audiovisual Performance  , 
 209  

   Berne Convention  ,  206  
  future reforms ,  210–11  
   Marrakesh Treaty for blind and visually 

impaired people  ,  208–9  
   Rome Convention  ,  207  
   TRIPS Agreement  ,  207  
   Universal Copyright Convention  ,  207  
  WIPO internet treaties ,  207–8   

  International Patent Classifi cation ,  435  
  International Patent Cooperation Union , 

 432  
  internet 

  passing off and.    See  passing off and the 
internet  

  trade mark infringement and ,  169–72   
  Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 

and Numbers ,  45 ,  49  
  internet service providers 

  blocking of infringing overseas websites 
by ,  204  

  industry anti-piracy code ,  204–5  
  infringement notices ,  204–5  
  liability, authorisation of copyright , 

 288–96  
  safe harbour provisions ,  201 ,  204 ,  289   

  inventive step, patents ,  505 
  differences to innovative step ,  514  
  elements of assessment of.    See  assessment 

of inventive step, patents  
  prior art base and information for 

comparison purposes ,  508–11  
  relationship with innovative step ,  504–5  
  statutory requirements ,  506–8  
  time at which inventive step raised , 

 506   
  inventorship criteria for patents ,  559–60 

  invention, concept of the invention or 
innovative concept ,  560–1  

  joint inventorship ,  563  
  nature of the contribution ,  561–3   

  investor state dispute settlement ,  15–16  
  IP Australia ,  363 ,  378 ,  429 ,  430 ,  438 ,  467 , 

 468 ,  479 ,  659 ,  666 ,  669 ,  694     

  jurisdiction and powers of courts, patents 
  appeals to the Federal Court ,  656–7  
  jurisdiction of Federal Court ,  655–6  
  jurisdiction of other prescribed courts ,  656  
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  prosecution for offence ,  656   
  justifi cations for copyright ,  193 

  natural rights ,  195–6  
  utilitarian-based arguments ,  193–4     

  keyword advertising ,  52–3    

  licences, patents 
  compulsory licences.    See  compulsory 

licences, patents  
  exclusive licences ,  582–3  
  non-exclusive and sole licences ,  583   

  limitations on plant breeder’s rights ,  682 
  farmer’s rights ,  683–6  
  harvested materials and products grown 

from farm-saved  Seed ,  686–7  
  other restrictions ,  687  
  ownership and co-ownership ,  688  
  private, experimental or breeding 

purposes ,  682–3  
  reasonable public access ,  687–8     

  manner of manufacture, patents 
  background to meaning of ,  456–8  
  business, commercial and fi nancial 

methods and schemes ,  463–7  
  contrary to law or generally inconvenient , 

 477–80  
  discoveries, ideas and other unpatentable 

subject matter ,  475–7  
  genes and biological materials ,  467–70  
  methods of treatment for humans ,  470–5  
   NRDC  case ,  458–63  
  reform proposals ,  477  
  time at which manner of manufacture 

raised ,  456   
  meta-tags ,  51–2  
  misleading or deceptive conduct 

  comparison with trade mark infringement , 
 62  

   Competition and Consumer Act 2010  and , 
 62  

  passing off and ,  59–62   
  misrepresentation, passing off 

  character merchandising ,  41–5  
  confusion and deception and ,  38–9 ,  59–60  
  quality of goods ,  41  
  target of misrepresentation ,  39–40  
  trade origin of goods and ,  40–1   

  moral rights ,  8 ,  333–5 
  consent and ,  342–3  
  Indigenous communal ,  344–5  
  limits on ,  340–2  
  performers’ rights ,  347–9  

  remedies for infringement ,  343–4  
  right of attribution ,  335–6  
  right of integrity ,  336–9  
  right to object to false attribution ,  339–40     

  natural rights 
  as justifi cation for copyright ,  195–6  
  intellectual property law and ,  3   

  novelty, patents ,  480–1 
  by way of selection ,  503–4  
  current prior art base ,  485–6  
  disclosure with consent.    See  disclosure 

with consent, patents  
  inventive step, relationship with.    See  

inventive step, patents  
  meaning of prior information made 

publicly available ,  486–7  
  non-consensual disclosure ,  502  
  prior art base ,  484–5  
  prohibition on mosaics ,  494–6  
  relationship to innovative step.    See  

innovative step, patents  
  skilled addressee ,  486  
  statutory requirements ,  481–3  
  test for anticipation.    See  test for 

anticipation, patents  
  time at which novelty raised ,  481  
  time at which to construe and read 

documentary disclosures ,  484     

  obligation of confi dence, information given 
or received in 

  disclosure in confi dence ,  396–7  
  encrypted information and ,  398–9  
  inadvertant acquisition of written 

confi dences ,  400–1  
  innocent and surreptitious acquisition of 

information and ,  397–8  
  surreptitious acquisition through theft or 

telephoto lens use ,  401  
  unauthorised use or disclosure of 

information and ,  401–3  
  verbal confi dences and.    See  verbal 

confi dences   
  obviousness assessment, patents, secondary 

factors ,  520 
  commercial success ,  521  
  long-felt want and successful solution , 

 520–1  
  problem and solution ,  523–4   

  ownership and co-ownership, patents ,  565 
  directions to co-owners ,  567  
  notion of co-ownership ,  565–6  
  rights of co-ownership ,  566   
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 ownership and co-ownership, plant breeder’s 
rights , 688

  ownership of trade marks ,  80 
  creation or adoption of overseas trade 

mark ,  83–4  
  distributorship arrangements ,  82–3  
  fi rst use in Australia ,  80–2  
  persons who can own ,  84     

  packaging 
  as element of passing off ,  33–5  
  signs as trade marks and ,  72–4   

  parallel importation ,  162–7 ,  179 
  design law infringement and ,  378  
  licenses and ,  167  
  passing off and ,  167–8  
  patented products ,  619–20   

  parallel importation, copyright ,  297–8 
  books ,  298–300  
  electronic formats and computer 

programs ,  301–2  
  non-infringing accessories ,  303  
  sound recordings ,  300–1   

  passing off ,  6–7 ,  23–4 ,  145 ,  147 ,  149 ,  150 , 
 154 ,  181 

  anti-dilution of trade marks and ,  160–2  
  common law and ,  22–3  
  comparison with misleading or deceptive 

conduct ,  61–2  
  damage ,  56–7  
  damages ,  64  
  effect of disclaimers ,  53–5  
  elements of.    See  elements of passing off  
  equity and ,  23–4  
  history of ,  22  
  holistic perspective ,  56  
  internet and.    See  passing off and the 

internet  
  misrepresentation.    See  misrepresentation, 

passing off  
  parallel importation and ,  167–8  
  registration of trade marks and ,  66–7  
  remedies ,  63–4  
  statutory causes of action.    See  statutory 

causes of action, passing off   
  passing off and the internet 

  domain names ,  45–7  
  keyword advertising ,  52–3  
  meta-data ,  51–2  
  uniform dispute resolution policy  .     See  

uniform dispute resolution policy   
  patent specifi cation 

  general principles for construction of ,  601–4  
  internal requirements for.    See  internal 

requirements for patent specifi cations  

  role of ,  600   
  patentee, exclusive rights of 

  implied licence on sale ,  610  
  nature of ,  609–10  
  no grant of positive rights ,  611   

  patents for inventions ,  10 ,  425–6 
  acquisition of by Commonwealth ,  579  
  application procedure.    See  application 

procedure, patents  
  application types.    See  application types, 

patents  
  assignment of ,  581  
  assignment of invention to 

Commonwealth ,  579–80  
   Australia–US Free Trade Agreement 2004  , 

 452  
   Budapest Treaty  ,  450  
  certifi ed patents ,  440  
  claim construction.    See  claim construction, 

patents  
  claims to have priority date ,  444  
  combination patents ,  431  
  complete applications.    See  complete 

applications, patents  
  contracts for exploitation of.    See  contracts, 

patents  
  contributory infringement.    See  

contributory infringement of patents  
  Crown use of.    See  Crown use of patents  
  defences to infringement.    See  defences to 

infringement of patents  
  development of law in Australia ,  428–9  
  direct infringement of.    See  direct 

infringement of patents  
  employee inventions.    See  employee 

inventions, patents for  
  entitlement to be granted.    See  entitlement 

to be granted a patent  
   European Patent Convention  ,  450–1  
  exclusive rights of patentee.    See  patentee, 

exclusive rights of  
  exploitation of.    See  exploitation, patents  
  express exclusions from.    See  express 

exclusions from patentability  
  general principles for dealing with 

inventions ,  580–1  
  grant of ,  567  
  infringement proceedings.    See  

infringement proceedings, patents  
  innovation patents.    See  innovation patents  
  internal requirements for patents 

specifi cations.    See  internal 
requirements for patent specifi cations  

  inventorship criteria.    See  inventorship 
criteria for patents  
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  jurisdiction and powers of courts.    See  
jurisdiction and powers of courts, 
patents  

  licences.    See  licences, patents  
  origins of protection for ,  426–8  
  ownership and co-ownership of.    See  

ownership and co-ownership, patents  
   Paris Convention for the Protection of 

Personal Property 1883  ,  448–9  
   Patent Law Treaty  ,  452  
  patent specifi cation.    See  patent 

specifi cation  
  pharmaceutical substances.    See  

pharmaceutical substances, patents  
  power of patentee ,  597–8  
  priority dates, role of ,  446–7  
  priority document ,  445–6  
  proprietary rights in ,  567–8  
  rationales of protection for ,  430  
  Register of Patents.    See  Register of Patents  
  relationship to confi dential information , 

 423–4  
  relationship to plant breeder’s rights , 

 695–6  
  revocation of.    See  revocation of patents  
  security interest and PPS Register ,  598–9  
  selection patents ,  431  
  standard.    See  standard patents  
   Substantive Patent Law Treaty  ,  452  
  technology and ,  11–12  
  term of ,  441  
   TRIPS Agreement  and ,  449–50  
  validity.    See  validity, patents  
  withdrawal, lapsing and ceasing ,  447–8   

  performers’ rights ,  8–9 ,  345–7 
  moral rights ,  347–9   

  Personal Property Securities Register ,  598–9  
  pharmaceutical substances, patents 

  application for term extension ,  441–3  
  calculation of term extension ,  443   

  Phonographic Performance Company of 
Australia ,  276  

  plain packaging legislation, tobacco 
products ,  20 ,  69 ,  190  

  plant breeder’s rights ,  10–11 ,  658–9 
  application for.    See  application for plant 

breeder’s rights  
  assignment of ,  688–9  
  certain dependent plant varieties ,  677–8  
  concept of exhaustion of rights ,  681–2  
  enforcement of.    See  enforcement of plant 

breeder’s rights  
  essentially derived varieties ,  675–7  
  general nature in propagating material , 

 674–5  

  grant of.    See  grant of plant breeder’s 
rights  

  harvested materials ,  678–80  
  infringement of.    See  infringement of plant 

breeder’s rights  
  international conventions ,  696  
  licences ,  689  
  limitations on.    See  limitations on plant 

breeder’s rights  
 ownership and co-ownership , 688
  plant breeding technical background , 

 659–60  
  products obtained from harvested 

materials ,  680–1  
  Register of Plant Breeder’s Rights ,  694  
  registrability of plant varieties.    See  

registrability of plant varieties  
  relationship to patents ,  695–6  
  relationship to trade marks ,  696  
  remedies ,  694  
  revocation of ,  689–90  
right to apply.  See  application for plant 

breeder’s rights
  rights in ,  674–82  
  subject matter of ,  660  
  surrender of ,  690  
  term of protection ,  674  
  transitional provisions ,  695   

  Plant Breeder’s Rights Offi ce ,  666 ,  668 ,  670 , 
 671  

   Plant Varieties Journal  ,  668 ,  671 ,  672 ,  677  
  presumptive validity, trade marks ,  132 

  contrary to  Trade Marks Act 1955  s 28 , 
 133  

  fraud ,  132  
  not distinctive when proceedings 

commence ,  133–4   
  Productivity Commission ,  299  ,  580 ,  584 , 

 585   
  public interest in disclosure of confi dential 

information 
  background to defence ,  416–17  
  disclosure to proper authorities ,  419  
  nature of defence in Australia ,  417–19     

  rectifi cation of trade marks 
  aggrieved person ,  128–9  
  amendment or cancellation by Registrar , 

 126–7  
  cancellation, removal or amendment , 

 131–2  
  contravention of conditions or limits ,  129  
  errors and omissions ,  129  
  fraud, false suggestion or 

misrepresentation ,  135–6  
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 rectifi cation of trade marks  (cont.)
  general discretion not to rectify ,  134  
  grounds for opposition ,  134–5  
  overview of rectifi cation by court ,  127–8  
  presumptive validity.    See  presumptive 

validity, trade marks  
  registered owner at fault ,  137–40  
  trade mark becoming generic ,  129–31  
  use likely to deceive or cause 

misrepresentation ,  136–7   
  Register of Patents 

  contents of ,  595–6  
  evidence ,  597  
  false entries ,  596  
  inspection and access to ,  596   

  Register of Plant Breeder’s Rights ,  673  ,  694  
  registered trade marks.    See  trade marks, 

registered  
  registrability of plant varieties ,  660–1 

  meaning of discovery ,  661–2  
  meaning of selective propagation ,  662  
  time at which variety must meet 

distinctive, uniform, stable criteria , 
 665–6  

  variety has a breeder ,  661  
  variety is distinct ,  662–3  
  variety is stable ,  663–4  
  variety is uniform ,  663  
  variety not exploited or only recently 

exploited ,  664–5   
  remedies 

  account of profi t ,  704–6  
  Anton Piller orders ,  698–700  
  circuit layouts protection ,  358  
  design law infringement ,  379  
  interlocutory injunctions ,  700–2  
  passing off ,  63–4  
  permanent injunctions ,  702–3  
  plant breeder’s rights ,  694  
  pretrial ,  697  
  representative orders ,  700  
  trade mark infringement ,  181–2   

  remedies, breach of confi dence ,  406 
  general ,  419–20  
  springboard principle ,  420–1   

  removal of trade mark for non-use ,  140–1 
  general discretion ,  141–2  
   Trade Marks Amendment Act 2006  ,  142   

  rent seeking ,  5  
  revocation of patents 

  fraud and false suggestion or 
misrepresentation ,  652–5  

  lack of entitlement ,  651–2  
  parties to litigation proceedings ,  655  
  statutory provisions ,  649–50   

  rights of copyright owner ,  248–9 
  right of commercial rental ,  254  
  right of reproduction ,  249–50  
  right to adapt work ,  253–4  
  right to communicate work in public ,  252–3  
  right to perform work in public ,  251  
  right to publish work ,  250     

  Screenrights ,  269–70 ,  275  
  secret use, patents ,  530–1 

  grace period ,  536–7  
  meaning of secret ,  532  
  meaning of use ,  532–3  
  onus of proof ,  536  
  rationale ,  531  
  relationship with novelty ,  531–2  
  use for purpose other than trade or 

commerce ,  535–6  
  use for reasonable trial or experiment ,  534  
  use occurring in confi dential disclosure , 

 535  
  use on behalf of government ,  536   

  signs and exploitation of trade marks 
  goods or services for which trade mark 

registered ,  152  
  relevance of defendant’s conduct ,  149–50  
  relevance of plaintiff’s trade mark’s 

reputation ,  150–2  
  substantially identical or deceptively 

similar to ,  147–9  
   Trade Marks Act 1995 

 s 120(1) ,  152  
s 120(2),  152–4 

  use to distinguish goods and services , 
 146–7   

  signs as trade marks 
  colour ,  74  
  defi nition ,  71–2  
  objective test of intention to use ,  76  
  packaging and ,  72–4  
  scents ,  75  
  sounds ,  74–5  
  unconditional intention to use ,  75–6  
  use of by others ,  76–7   

  standard patents ,  430 
  patents of addition ,  434   

  statutory causes of action, passing off ,  58 
  application of legislation ,  58  
  engage in conduct ,  59  
  in trade or commerce ,  58–9  
  misleading or deceptive ,  59–60   

  subsistence, copyright ,  212–13 
  artistic craftsmanship ,  223–5  
  artistic works ,  221  
  broadcasts ,  226–7  
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  buildings or model of a building ,  223  
  computer programs ,  216–18  
  connected to Australia ,  228–30  
  dramatic works ,  218–20  
  drawings ,  222  
  engravings ,  223  
  fi lms ,  225–6  
  literary works ,  214  
  musical works ,  220–1  
  names, titles and trade marks ,  214–15  
  original literary, dramatic, musical and 

artistic works ,  230–8  
  originality ,  230  
  paintings ,  221  
  photographs ,  223  
  published editions of works ,  227–8  
  recorded in material form ,  228  
  sculptures ,  222  
  sound recordings ,  226  
  subject matter ,  213  
  subject matter other than works ,  238  
  tables and compilations ,  215–16  
  works ,  213     

  technological protection measures, copy-
right ,  254–5 

  anti-circumvention ,  255–6  
  circumvention of ,  256–7  
  encoded broadcasts, unauthorised access 

to ,  262–3  
  exceptions.    See  access control 

technological protection measures, 
exceptions   

  test for anticipation, patents ,  488–91 
  anticipation through prior use ,  491–2  
  implicit disclosure and inevitable outcome , 

 492–4   
  trade mark applications, requirements at 

examination of 
  applications identical or similar to 

existing trade marks.    See  trade mark 
applications identical or similar to 
existing trade marks  

  business names ,  115–16  
  colour ,  101–2  
  deceptive or confusing trade marks ,  103–4  
  distinctiveness through use ,  97–8  
  functional shapes ,  98–101  
  geographical indications for wine ,  116–17  
  graphical representation ,  91–2  
  inherent distinctiveness ,  92–6  
  national signs prohibition ,  91  
  overview ,  90–1  
  partial inherent distinctiveness ,  96–7  
  prescribed signs ,  91  

  protection for particular industries ,  117  
  protection of sporting events ,  115  
  scandalous matter ,  102  
  use contrary to law ,  103   

  trade mark applications identical or similar 
to existing trade marks ,  105 

  closely related goods and services ,  111  
  context of comparison ,  107–9  
  deceptively similar to ,  106–7  
  global assessment ,  111–12  
  honest concurrent user ,  112–14  
  prior continuous user ,  114–15  
  similar goods ,  109–10  
  similar services ,  110–11  
  substantially identical with ,  105–6   

  trade marks, registered ,  7 
  assignment of licences ,  188  
  certifi cation trade marks.    See  certifi cation 

trade marks  
  collective trade marks ,  87 ,  184  
  defensive trade marks ,  88–90 ,  184  
  defi nition ,  71  
  distinguishing goods and services.    See  

goods and services, distinguishing by 
trade marks  

  exercising right to use ,  178  
  exploitation of.    See  exploitation, trade marks  
  fi nancial control ,  186–7  
  franchising ,  187  
  functions of.    See  functions of trade marks  
  grounds of opposition to application for.    

See  grounds of opposition to trade mark 
registration  

  history ,  65–6  
  infringement.    See  infringement of trade mark  
  intention to be used.    See  intention to use 

trade mark  
  licensing ,  184–5  
  other forms of control ,  187  
  overview of registration process ,  69–71  
  ownership of.    See  ownership of trade marks  
  passing off and ,  66–7  
  process of assignment ,  182–4  
  quality control ,  186  
  rectifi cation of.    See  rectifi cation of trade 

marks  
  relationship to plant breeder’s rights ,  696  
  removal for non-use.    See  removal of trade 

mark for non-use  
  requirements at examination of 

application.    See  trade mark 
applications, requirements at 
examination of  

  signs as.    See  signs as trade marks  
  treaty obligations ,  190  
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trade marks, registered (cont.)
  voluntary recording of interests and 

claims ,  188–9  
  well-known ,  156–7   

   TRIPS Agreement  ,  14–15 ,  16–17 ,  65–6 ,  87 , 
 121 ,  123 ,  154 ,  190 ,  207  ,  300 ,  302 , 
 324 ,  325 ,  353 ,  424 ,  429 ,  452 ,  468 , 
 475  ,  477 ,  479 ,  540 ,  565 ,  575 ,  578 , 
 588 ,  636 ,  695 

  patents and ,  449–50  
   TRIPS  plus ,  16 ,  541     

  unfair competition ,  4  
  uniform dispute resolution policy 

  Australian ,  50–1  
  ICANN ,  18 ,  48–50   

  utility, patents ,  528–9 
  meaning of useful ,  529–30     

  validity, patents 
  concept of invention ,  455–6  
  manner of manufacture.    See  manner of 

manufacture, patents  

  novelty.    See  novelty, patents  
  secret use.    See  secret use, patents  
  statutory requirements ,  453–4  
  two-tier system ,  454–5  
  utility.    See  utility, patents   

  verbal confi dences 
  eavesdropping and telephone tapping , 

 400  
  inadvertent eavesdropping ,  399–400   

  VISCOPY ,  276 ,  351    

  World Intellectual Property Organization , 
 14  ,  49  ,  190 ,  450 

  Intergovernmental Committee on 
Intellectual Property, Genetic Resources, 
Traditional Knowledge and Folklore , 
 210  

  internet treaties ,  207–8  
  relevant sector criteria ,  156  
  Standing Committee on the Law of 

Patents ,  452  
  well-known trade mark identifi cation 

criteria ,  156–7          
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